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 NHK is developing Aktina Vision*1, a unique 3D TV system for viewing 
natural 3D video without special glasses. Aktina Vision reproduces 
the light rays from the object to display 3D images. NHK has 
achieved higher-resolution 3D video system with high-definition 
television (HDTV) equivalent resolution (about 2 million pixels). 

 Operation principle: The object is captured from different viewpoints 
(horizontal and vertical locations) to obtain multi-viewpoint images, 
which are used to reproduce the light rays from the object. By 
increasing the number of the multi-viewpoint images and resolution 
of each image, natural high-resolution 3D video display can be 
achieved even when the viewer moves around horizontally and 
vertically in the viewing area. 

 The developed system accommodates 72 multi-viewpoint images, 
and video resolution is increased by using an 8K projector with a 
pixel-offset method*2. A special optical system shifts and multiplexes 
the light rays of the 72 high-resolution multi-viewpoint images. The 
resulting display is a leap in resolution from about 300,000 pixels 
produced by NHKʼs previous system*3 to about 2,000,000 pixels on 
the level of HDTV. 

 We will continue research on 3D imaging, video compression coding, 
etc. to achieve next-generation TV that can present video with 
unprecedented realism. 
 

*1 The name Aktina Vision derives from the Greek word ʻAktina ,̓ which means ʻray of light .̓ 

*2 A technique for improving projected image resolution by time-division shifting of pixels to half a 

pixel width in a diagonal direction.  

*3 See https://www.nhk.or.jp/strl/open2018/tenji/23_e.html and https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-
019-54243-6  
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Fig. 1 System operating principle 

 
 

 

  
Fig. 2 System appearance    Fig. 3 Example of 3D image 

 

 

Table 1 Specifications 

 

Projector 

Pixels 7680 H x 4320 V 

Frame frequency 120 Hz 

Units 1 

3D Video 

Pixels 1920 H x 1080 V (equivalent) 
* 960 H x 540 V images are time-division shifted diagonally by half a pixel. 

Screen size 15.4-inch diagonal 

Frame frequency 30 Hz 


